POST AND ANCHORS ARE EXCLUDED FROM BOOM KIT

16,18
11, INTERNAL BRACE, TYP
15, EXTERNAL BRACE, TYP

ISOMETRIC

NOTE(S):  
1. PRELIMINARY. NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION
2. DESIGN ASSUMPTIONS:
   a. NO LOADS CONSIDERED - CONCEPT ONLY
   b. LATERAL LOADS NOT CONSIDERED
   c. BUILDING Code NOT SPECIFIED
   d. CORROSION RESISTANCE REQD.; NOT SPECIFIED
3. RIBBER TO COMPONENT MANUFACTURERS IF DUH FOR REQUIRED INSTALLATION INFO.
4. COO MUST BE NOTIFIED OF ANY DEVIATIONS FROM EXISTING/NEW SUBSTRATE CONDITIONS SHOWN HEREIN TO VALIDATE ACCEPTANCE OF THIS HILTI DESIGN PRIOR TO INSTALLATION.
OVERHEAD GRID

TYPICAL DETAIL DESCRIPTION

MEDICAL

No. | Unit Qty | Unit Description | Box Qty | # Boxes Needed | Item No.
--- | -------- |----------------- | ------- | ------------- | -----
1   | 36       | EA CONNECTOR MC-C30-D-1000 WELDED BRACKE” | 1       | 36            | 28779
2   | 36       | EA GIRDER END CAP MIA-EC90       | 25      | 2             | 432077
3   | 144      | EA STD STUD ANCHOR KB-TZ 1/2x3 3/4 | 20      | 8             | 387512

TYPICAL BOOM, REFERENCE SHEETS 01 & 02 FOR DETAILS

PLAN VIEW